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The hypothesis that the causal properties of space-time, as well as other properties of physical
systems like unitarity, charge conservation, etc., might be decided by the higher dimensional struc-
ture (in particular, higher-dimensional physical laws), rather than by the four-dimensional one, is
explored in order to evade the most awkward problems of higher-dimensional theories with compact
extra time-like dimensions: violation of causality and of unitarity.
PACS numbers: 03.50.-z, 04.20.Cv, 04.50.+h, 11.25.Mj, 98.80.-k, 98.80.Cq
I. INTRODUCTION
Unified theories of the fundamental interactions re-
quire the existence of compact extra dimensions beyond
the four space-time dimensions that are experienced by
the standard model particles (SMP). It is a widespread
belief that these compact extra dimensions have to be
space-like. The belief might be related with the awk-
ward problems associated with violations of causality and
of unitarity, that are inherent in theories with compact
time-like extra dimensions [1]. Notwithstanding, one can
find some scattered papers where time-like additional di-
mensions are used either to find a cure to the cosmolog-
ical constant problem [2], or to study strings [3, 4] and
supersymmetry [5].
Time-like extra dimensions have been used within the
framework of brane world models, as an alternative to
reconcile the mass hierarchy problem resolution with cor-
rect cosmological expansion of the visible universe within
Randall-Sundrum type of brane world [6], and, more gen-
eraly, to show that neither the cosmological big-bang sin-
gularity, nor big-crunch arise in brane worlds with an ex-
tra time-like dimension [7]. Time-like extra dimensions
have been invoked, also, to generalize the standard model
of particles and forces [8].1
There are phenomenological bounds imposed by ex-
periments to the feasibility of time-like extra dimensions
[1, 10, 11, 12].2 These bounds depend on the topology
of the extra (time) space and are set by violations of
causality and unitarity. In the simplest case when there
is just an additional time-like dimension of circular topol-
ogy (as in standard Kaluza-Klein mechanism), the argu-
ment is the following [1]: an extra time-like dimension
curled with a radius L, produces modifications in the
aElectronic address: israel@uclv.edu.cu
1 To our knowledge the most systematic approach to extra time-
like dimensions have been undertaken by I Bars and co-workers
who have developed the so called notion of 2T physics [4, 5, 8, 9].
2 These bounds are not applicable to the 3-brane solitonic model
developed in reference [13], where there are no propagating
tachyons or negative norm states in the bulk.
particle propagators. For example, for the propagator of
a photon one has:
Dµν(k, l) = −igµν 1
k2 + l2 + iǫ
, (1)
where k2 = k20 − k2 are the four-momenta conjugated to
the ordinary space-time coordinates xα = (x0,x), while
l = n/L (n = 0,±1,±2, ...) is the momentum conjugated
to the extra time-like dimension. In addition to the pho-
ton (n = 0), one has a tower of excitations of imaginary
masses quantized in units of i/L. These tachyonic modes
are the ones that originate causality violations in the the-
ory. Violation of unitarity arises because, in addition to
the ordinary photon pole at n = 0, one obtains unphys-
ical poles at k2 = −n2/L2 − iǫ (n = ±1,±2, ...). These
modify the Coulomb potential in such a way that it be-
comes complex, causing violation of probability [1, 12].
The argument can be straightforwardly extended to an
arbitrary number of extra time-like dimensions.
When non-compact extra time-like dimensions are be-
ing considered (for instance, in brane models where the
SMP are localized in extra time), the argument is similar.
Although, in this case, the KK modes of the SMP are
not present, the KK gravitons propagating in the bulk
are viewed by us as tachyonic states (see, for instance,
reference [10]).
In the present letter we want to approach the subject
from a completely different perspective. Our approach
relies on a very simple (perhaps naive) hypothesis:
• The causal properties of space-time and other prop-
erties of (quantum) physical systems such as uni-
tarity, charge and energy conservation, etc., are de-
cided by the higher-dimensional structure rather
than by the four-dimensional one.
Exploring the relevance of this hypothesis to the feasibil-
ity of time-like extra dimensions, is the main objective of
the present note. The implications of the hypothesis for
other aspects of particles physics and gravity will be also
briefly commented on.
2II. A COMMENT AND THE SET UP
We want first to make a comment on our hypothe-
sis. Usually causality is analysed from the point of view
of four-dimensional (4D) observers like us. However, if
extra dimensions are taken into account one has to won-
der whether the causality (and other issues) is decided
by 4D observers or by the higher-dimensional structure.
Consider, for instance, the case of brane worlds where
the SMP are confined to a 3-brane while the graviton
may propagate in the extra dimensions (for definiteness
consider space-like extra dimensions). In this case the
question is trivial: the higher-dimensional structure de-
cides causality. In fact, although 4D (brane) observers
may see causality violations, these might not be actually
violations of causality. Instead, provided the brane is ap-
propriately bent, these may be explained as due to prop-
agation of the graviton from a point on the brane into
a different point (also on the brane), through a shorcut
in the bulk (higher-dimensional) space-time. However,
when compact extra time-like dimensions are considered,
the discussion about causality is not that clear, and we
have to rely on some hypothesis given a priori (like the
one we are exploring in this letter).
Here, for simplicity, we shall be concerned with a 5-
dimensional (5D) space-time with two time coordinates
x0 = t, and x5 = σ respectively. The extra-time coordi-
nate σ will be assumed to have circular topology (L being
the radius of the circle). As a consequence the fields will
be periodic in σ. Unless the contrary is specified, we
shall neglect the effects of gravity. In correspondence,
the following (flat) metric tensor will be considered:
ηAB = (η00 = −1, ηik = δik, η55 = −1). Capital Latin in-
dexes run through 5D space-time A, B, ... = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5,
while small indexes run through three-dimensional space
i, k, ... = 1, 2, 3, and Greek indexes run through ordinary
4D space-time α, β, ... = 0, 1, 2, 3. The line element of
the 5D space-time can be written in the following form:
ds25 = −dt2 + δikdxidxk − dσ2 = ds2 − dσ2, (2)
where ds2 = ηµνdx
µdxν = −dt2 + δikdxidxk is the ordi-
nary 4D line element experienced by four-observers like
us.
Notice that, since the extra space is spanned by a time
coordinate, the motion of any higher-dimensional as well
as of any 4D object, is confined to the Euclidean three-
dimensional space with metric δik. The meaning of this
is that we do not need of any confining mechanism to
constrain the motion of (for instance) standard model
particles to our physical three-space. Even gravitation
(or other possible higher-dimensional fields) is confined
to the common to all particles three-dimensional Eu-
clidean space which we live in. Actually, as it will be
discussed in more detail later on in this letter, when
small perturbations of the metric ηAB are considered,
the static weak field limit of the higher-dimensional Ein-
stein’s equations (meaning, in particular, that field vari-
ables do not depend neither on t nor on σ) leads to a stan-
dard 3-dimensional Poisson equation, whose solution is
the customary gravitational potential V (r) ∝ 1/r. This
point is usually missing when extra time-like dimensions
are being considered.
III. CAUSALITY AND UNITARITY
The causal structure of the 5D space-time is defined by
the line element (2), so that 5D causal propagation is sub-
jected to the condition that ds25 ≤ 0. In correspondence
with this, the 5D photons will propagate with the max-
imal speed ds25 = 0 ⇒ c25 = δik(dxi/dT )(dxk/dT ) = 1
(dT =
√
dt2 + dσ2). The speed of a 5D photon as mea-
sured by a 4D observer (like us), can be computed by
considering that dT = dt
√
1 + ξ2 (ξ ≡ dσ/dt):
(cobs)
2 = δik
dxi
dt
dxk
dt
= c25(1 + ξ
2) = 1 + ξ2, (3)
where cobs is the speed of the 5D phton as measured
by a four-observer and the parameter ξ is a measure of
five-dimensionality. Notice that, although a 5D photon
always moves at the maximal speed c5 = 1, it is seen by a
4D observer as moving at a superluminal speed (cobs > 1)
so that, in consequence, it is assumed to be a tachyon
that is responsible for undesirable violations of causal-
ity. The question is whether these violations are just a
consequence of the unseen extra time coordinate and are
not dangerous for the behaviour of physical systems, or,
instead, are actual violations and have (negative) impact
on the 4D physics.
It is straightforward realising that the answer to the
above question depends on one’s choice of the basic struc-
ture: if the basic structure defining the behaviour of
physical systems is the higher-dimensional one (as it is
the case in the present note thanks to our hypothesis),
the answer is that the aforementioned violations are ar-
tifacts of the higher-dimensional structure and have no
impact on the physics.
It will be very instructive to investigate the following
oversimplified situation. Let us consider a free propagat-
ing 5D (massless) photon that obeys 5D laws that are a
minimal extension of Maxwell’s theory:
(5)AA ≡ ηNM∂N∂MAA = 0, (4)
where AA is the vector potential of the 5D electromag-
netic field. The above 5D law can be further written in a
form that is manifestly four dimensional and, therefore,
is adequated to a 4D observer (like us). For this purpose
we consider the following ”Kaluza-Klein” (KK) decom-
position that is dictated by the topology of the extra-time
dimension (n = 0,±1,±2, ...):
AA(x, σ) =
∑
n
AnA(x) e
inσ/L. (5)
3We obtain
¯Anµ(x) + (n/L)
2Anµ(x) = 0, (6)
¯φn(x) + (n/L)
2φn(x) = 0, (7)
where ¯ ≡ ηµν∂µ∂ν is the standard (flat) 4D
D’Lambertian, and φn(x) ≡ An5 (x). As seen, the zeroth
mode (n = 0) corresponds to the ordinary 4D (mass-
less) photon, while massive modes with negative massess
squared M2n = −n2/L2 ⇒ Mn = in/L, appear to
a 4D observer as tachyonic degrees of freedom moving
with speeds greather than that of light c = 1. These
are the responsibles for the above mentioned violation of
causality.
In respect to a 4D observer unitarity is also violated.
Actually, consider for instance, the scalar modes φn(x).
In the rest frame the amplitude of these modes can be
written as (recall that a standard 4D observer is not
aware of the existence of the extra-time):
φn(x) = φn0e
iMnt = φn0e
−nt/L. (8)
The norm of these states can be written as:
|φn|2 = |φn0|2 e−2nt/L, (9)
so, in a time τn ∼ L/n the corresponding mode decays,
apparently into ”nothingness”, causing that probability
is not conserved. From the phenomenological point of
view the 4D observer has to assume τ1 to be of the order
of the Plack time (τ1 ∼ 0.1M−1p ≈ 10−20MeV −1),3 so
that violations of causality and unitarity due to the pres-
ence of the tachyonic states are not observed and have no
major impact on the 4D physics. Higher order KK states
with |n| > 1, are more unstable and have less influence
on 4D observations.
However, according to our hypothesis, the physics is
dictated by the higher-dimensional (5D) structure, so
that, a 5D observer is able to notice the missinterpre-
tation of the physical reality by the 4D observer. In fact,
to a five-dimensional observer, who is aware of the ex-
istence of the extra-time σ, in the rest frame (see the
decomposition (5)):
φn(x) = φn0e
inσ/L, (10)
so that the norm of the corresponding states do not de-
pend on time (compare with (9)):
|φn|2 = |φn0|2, (11)
3 This constrain is necessary in order to be consistent with the
phenomenological bound imposed by the consideration of baryon
stability in the nuclei [1].
i.e., probability is conserved (unitarity is not violated).
Another way to explain this situation is the following.
Consider, for simplicity, a 5D scalar field ψ(xA) of mass
m. As before, let us assume the KK decomposition that
is dictated by the topology of the extra-time dimension:
ψ(x, σ) =
∑
ψn(x) exp (inσ/L). The corresponding 5D
KG equation ((5) −m2)ψ(x, σ) can be written in man-
ifest 4D form:
(¯ −m2n)ψn(x) = 0, (12)
where we have accommodated the (n/L)2 term- coming
from the derivatives in respect to the extra-time σ- in
the squared mass term m2n ≡ m2 − (n/L)2. The indeter-
minacy in the sign of this term is the origin of possible
causality and unitarity violations. Notice, however, that
since the extra space is time-like, it is perhaps more ap-
propriate to group the term (n/L)2 under energy squared
instead. To see this point, consider the plane wave ap-
proach:
ψn(t,x) = ψ
0
ne
−i(Et−px), (13)
where E is the energy, and p the momentum of the field.
Then, equation (12) can be written, alternatively, in the
following way:
E2n − |p|2 −m2 = 0, (14)
where now the energy of the n- mode of the field is given
by E2n = E
2 + n2/L2. Notice that under this alternative
4D interpretation there are neither causality nor unitar-
ity violations coming from the extra-time. Instead, the
energy of each individual mode of the field gets increased
by the factor
√
1 + (n/EL)2.4
In consequence, if our hypothesis is correct, previously
considered phenomenological bounds on the feasibility of
additional (compact) time-like dimensions [1, 10, 11, 12]
are incorrect.
IV. NEWTONIAN GRAVITY
Consider small perturbations of 5D flat metric: ηAB →
ηAB + hAB(x
C). Assuming minimal extension of general
4 Perhaps a more compact and clear way to explain the above
picture is by considering particle propagators. Actually, since
according to our hypothesis 5D laws are to be obeyed by (quan-
tum) physical systems, then, assuming minimal extension of the
known laws, the 4D photon propagator (1) has to be replaced
by the following 5D propagator: DAB = −iηAB
1
k2
(5)
+iǫ
, where
k2
(5)
= k2+l2- the photon’s 5D momentum, is the observed quan-
tity instead of k2 = k20 −k
2. In consequence no unphysical poles
that may lead to modifications of the Coulomb potential arise.
Hence, contrary to the argument of [1] (see also in [11]), there is
no associated nucleon decay mode, i.e, the decay width vanishes.
4relativity, in the transverse, traceless gauge (∂NhNA =
h = 0, h ≡ ηNMhNM ), the Einstein’s field equations
read:
(5)hAB = 8πTAB, (15)
where TAB is the stress-energy tensor of other matter
degrees of freedom than the graviton. Recalling that the
Newtonian gravitational potential V = h00/2, and con-
sidering the static limit, i.e., there is no dependence of
the field variables neither on t nor on σ, equation (15) co-
incides with the standard Poisson equation for the New-
tonian potential:
∇2V = 4πρ, (16)
where ρ is the energy density of the matter degrees
of freedom. The later equation yields to the custom-
ary expression for the Newtonian potential surround-
ing a given matter distribution with spherical symme-
try: V (r) = 4π/|r|. In consequence, in the weak, static
field limit, Newton’s law of gravity is not modified in any
way by the presence of the extra-time σ. This means
that we have not to rely neither on Kaluza-Klein com-
pactification, nor on brane concept or other alternative
mechanisms to recover 4D Newtonian gravity.
An important consequence that emerges from the
above analysis is that phenomenological bounds imposed
on the feasibility of time-like extra-dimensions that have
been considered so far, are correct only if causal be-
haviour (and other properties of physical systems) is dic-
tated by the 4D structure. If the higher-dimensional
structure is the one that decides the dynamics, instead,
these phenomenological bounds are fictitious, and, corre-
spondingly, there could be fictitious violations of causal-
ity and unitarity seen by 4D observers that are, actu-
ally, artifacts of the higher-dimensional structure. Only
a class of observers that are aware of the existence of the
time-like extra dimensions (in particular 5D observers),
can understand the whole physical picture.
V. VACUUM ENERGY AND
PHENOMENOLOGY OF AN EXTRA-TIME
DIMENSION
It is important to stress, that the picture resulting from
our hypothesis is different from the standard Kaluza-
Klein mechanism in several aspects. In the first place, we
apply the KK decomposition (a neccessary consequence
of the asumed topology of the extra-time dimension) not
to the effective four-dimensional fields, but to the higher-
dimensional fields instead (see, for instance, the decom-
position (5)). In the second place, the dynamics of the
fields is governed by 5D laws (equations like, for instance,
(4)), instead of effective 4D equations obtained after ap-
plying the decomposition (see (6,7)). In the third place,
since no known stringent phenomenological bound needs
to be imposed, the size of the extra time-like dimension
does not have to be necessarily small. Therefore, the
KK compactification procedure does not have to be nec-
essarily applied. This is, precisely, the clue to impose
some phenomenological bounds to the possible effects of
an additional time-like dimension by computing the con-
tribution of zero-point fluctuations of the fields to the
energy density of empty space. This will be our next
goal.
Although, in principle, to compute the contribution of
zero-point fluctuations to the vacuum energy one has to
consider the quantum theory of 5D fields (a subject that
is much behind the scope of the present letter), a crude
estimate can be given by replacing the standard equation
for vacuum energy density:
〈ρv〉 = 1
(2π)3
∫ Λ
0
d3p
1
2
√
p2 +m2, (17)
where Λ is some momentum cutoff, usually assumed to be
of the order of the Planck mass, by the following modified
equation:
〈ρv〉 =
∑
n
〈ρv〉n ,
〈ρv〉n =
1
(2π)3
∫ Λ
0
d3p
1
2
√
p2 +m2 − n2/L2. (18)
Next we turn to the continuous limit L → ∞, mean-
ing that we drop compactness of the extra-time dimen-
sion and assume this additional direction to be of very
large (perhaps infinitely large) extent, as discussed in the
beginning of this section. In consequence, the symbol∑
may be replaced by L
∫
dy, where the new variable
y = n/L has been considered. In general one has
∑
n
〈ρv〉n → L
∫
∞
−∞
dy 〈ρv(y)〉 ,
〈ρv(y)〉 = 1
(2π)3
∫ Λ
0
d3p
1
2
√
p2 +m2 − y2. (19)
Since the expression under the integral in the later equa-
tion is an even fucntion of y, then, one may replace∫
∞
−∞
→ 2 ∫∞
0
. Besides, as customary, one has to set
some ”momentum” cutoff λ so that
∫
∞
0 →
∫ λ
0 . We ob-
tain (compare with equation (17)):
〈ρv〉 = 2L
(2π)3
∫ Λ
0
d3p
∫ λ
0
dy
1
2
√
p2 +m2 − y2. (20)
Notice there are now two energy scales Λ and λ. Tak-
ing the integral in y, and considering the limit λ ≪√
p2 +m2, Λ≫ m, one gets:
5〈ρv〉 ≈ Lλ
(2π)3
∫ Λ
0
d3p
√
p2 +m2 ≈ LλΛ
4
8π2
. (21)
If we compare equation (21) with equation (3.5) of ref-
erence [14], where the factor 2Lλ is missing, we can see
that the usual hughe value of the vacumm energy density
obtained by using (17), can be made as small as desired
by apropriately giving the value of the product Lλ. Ac-
tually, assuming Λ4 ≈ 1073GeV 4 (Λ is nearly the Plack
mass), one can easily check that the almost vanishing
(but non-null) observed value of the energy density of
empty space: 〈ρvac〉 ≈ 10−47GeV 4 can be obtained by
setting Lλ ∼ 10−118. Therefore, correct phenomenology
of vacuum energy requires that the energy scale λ be al-
most vanishing, but non-null. An exact four-dimensional
world, meaning that λ = 0, would entail an exactly van-
ishing vacuum energy.
The fact that the observed value of the vacuum en-
ergy (cosmological constant) is not exactly null, means
that the extra time-like dimension leaves its signature
in the observed 4D world where we live. On the other
hand, to all practical purposes, the space-time we live in
is four-dimensional since λ2 = 0 with more than enough
accuracy.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the present letter we have investigated causality and
unitarity in space-times with an extra time-like (com-
pact) dimension from a different perspective than in for-
mer approaches. Our approach relies, mainly, on three
assumptions: i) The space-time is five-dimensional (two
time-like dimensions plus the ordinary three spatial di-
mensions), ii) the following hypothesis holds true: the
main properties of (quantum) physical systems are de-
cided by the higher-dimensional structure, and iii) the
five-dimensional laws are a minimal extension of ordinary
4D laws.
If the former assumptions are correct, then, we can
conclude that formerly discussed violations of causality
and unitarity arising in space-times with an extra com-
pact time-like dimension are fictitious. These are no
more than artifacts of 4D description of physics, due to
ignorance of the additional time direction. In particu-
lar none of the previously considered phenomenological
bounds are applicable any more. This means that the ex-
tra time-like dimension does not have to be neccessarily
small. The consequence is that we do not need of any KK
compactification mechanism, or brane construct, or any
other confining mechanism, to explain standard 4D be-
havior as seen by an ordinary four-dimensional observer.
Not very stringent phenomenological bounds are im-
posed by vacuum energy: In order to obtain the enor-
mously small observed value of the vacuum energy (i.e.,
in order to avoid the cosmological constant problem [14]),
the cutoff λ on the extra time-like momentum, has to be
incredibly small. This means that to all practicall pur-
poses our world is a four dimensional space-time.
It is apparent that, since the value of the vacuum en-
ergy had to be huge in early stages of the cosmic evolu-
tion, the existence of an extra time-like dimension could
has important impact on the outcome of the cosmic hys-
tory. This will be the subject of forthcoming work.
Our hypothesis, if correct, might have a major impact
on the physics of standard model particles. It might be
that exploring these issues would shed some light on the
validity of the present approach. Perhaps the work along
the lines of [8] could be considered as a possible hint to
study the consequence of our hypothesis for the standard
model of the fundamental interactions.
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